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Reinventing Free Labor Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West, 1880-1930 Cambridge University Press This 2000 study is of the history of the padrone, a
maﬁa-like immigrant boss who allegedly enslaved his compatriots. "Vaudeville Indians" on Global Circuits, 1880s-1930s Yale University Press Uncovering hidden histories of
Indigenous performers in vaudeville and in the creation of western modernity and popular culture Networks of Power Electriﬁcation in Western Society, 1880-1930 Baltimore : Johns
Hopkins University Press Awarded the Dexter Prize by the Society for the History of Technology, this book oﬀers a comparative history of the evolution of modern electric power
systems. It described large-scale technological change and demonstrates that technology cannot be understood unless placed in a cultural context. Shades of Hiawatha Staging
Indians, Making Americans, 1880-1930 Macmillan "A book of elegance, depth, breadth, nuance and subtlety." --W. Richard West Jr. (Founding Director of the National Museum of the
American Indian), The Washington Post A century ago, U.S. policy aimed to sever the tribal allegiances of Native Americans, limit their ancient liberties, and coercively prepare them
for citizenship. At the same time, millions of new immigrants sought their freedom by means of that same citizenship. Alan Trachtenberg argues that the two developments were,
inevitably, juxtaposed: Indians and immigrants together preoccupied the public imagination, and together changed the idea of what it meant to be American. In Shades of Hiawatha,
Trachtenberg eloquently suggests that we must re-create America's tribal creation story in new ways if we are to reaﬃrm its beckoning promise of universal liberty. Promised Lands
Promotion, Memory, and the Creation of the American West Whether seen as a land of opportunity or as paradise lost, the American West took shape in the nation's imagination
with the help of those who wrote about it; but two groups who did much to shape that perception are often overlooked today. Promoters trying to lure settlers and investors to the
West insisted that the frontier had already been tamed-that the only frontiers remaining were those of opportunity. Through posters, pamphlets, newspaper articles, and other
printed pieces, these boosters literally imagined places into existence by depicting backwater areas as settled, culturally developed regions where newcomers would ﬁnd none of
the hardships associated with frontier life. Quick on their heels, some of the West's original settlers had begun publishing their reminiscences in books and periodicals and banding
together in pioneer societies to sustain their conception of frontier heritage. Their selective memory focused on the savage wilderness they had tamed, exaggerating the past every
bit as much as promoters exaggerated the present. Although they are generally seen today as unscrupulous charlatans and tellers of tall tales, David Wrobel reveals that these
promoters and reminiscers were more signiﬁcant than their detractors have suggested. By exploring the vast literature produced by these individuals from the end of the Civil War
through the 1920s, he clariﬁes the pivotal impact of their works on our vision of both the historic and mythic West. In examining their role in forging both sense of place within the
West and the nation's sense of the West as a place, Wrobel shows that these works were vital to the process of identity formation among westerners themselves and to the
construction of a "West" in the national imagination. Wrobel also sheds light on the often elitist, sometimes racist legacies of both groups through their characterizations of Native
Americans, African Americans, Mexican Americans, and Asian Americans. In the era Wrobel examines, promoters painted the future of each western place as if it were already
present, while the old-timers preserved the past as if it were still present. But, as he also demonstrates, that West has not really changed much: promoters still tout its promise,
while old-timers still try to preserve their selective memories. Even relatively recent western residents still tap into the region's mythic pioneer heritage as they form their
attachments to place. Promised Lands shows us that the West may well move into the twenty-ﬁrst century, but our images of it are forever rooted in the nineteenth. New Woman
Hybridities Femininity, Feminism, and International Consumer Culture, 1880–1930 Routledge Since the 1970s, the literary and cultural politics of the turn-of-the-century New Woman
have received increasing academic attention. Whether she is seen as the emblem of sexual anarchy, an agent of mediation between mass market and modernist cultures, or as a
symptom of the consolidation of nineteenth and early twentieth-century political liberation movements, the New Woman represents a site of cultural and socio-political contestation
and acts as a marker of modernity. This book explores the diversity of meanings ascribed to the New Woman in the context of cultural debates conducted within and across a wide
range of national frameworks including the UK, Canada, North America, Europe, and Japan. The key concept of 'hybridities' is used to elucidate the national and ethnic multiplicity of
the 'modern woman' as well as to locate this ﬁgure both within international consumer culture and within feminist writing. The book is structured around four key themes.
'Hybridities' examines the instabilities of New Woman identities and discourses in relation to both national/ethnic contexts and the textual parameters of New Woman writings.
'Through the (Periodical) Looking Glass' is concerned with the periodical press and its production and circulation of New Woman images. 'Feminist Counter Cultures?' interrogates
feminist eﬀorts to inﬂuence and shape this process by mimicking or subverting dominant models of representation and by establishing alternative spaces for the articulation of New
Woman subjectivities. 'Race and the New Woman' inspects white New Women's investment in hegemonic racial discourses, looking at the way in which black and non-Western
women inserted liberationist discourses into the New Woman debate. This book will be essential reading for advanced students and researchers of American Studies, Women's
Studies, and Women's History. Power and Place in the North American West University of Washington Press Cover -- Title -- Copyright -- Contents -- Introduction -- PART I: INDIANS
AND NON-INDIANS -- Coboway's Tale: A Story of Power and Places Along the Columbia -- Violence, Justice, and State Power in the New Mexican Borderlands, 1780-1880 -- Making
"Indians" in British Columbia: Power, Race, and the Importance of Place -- PART II: RACE IN THE URBAN WEST -- Federal Power and Racial Politics in Los Angeles during World War II - Race, Rhetoric, and Regional Identity: Boosting Los Angeles, 1880-1930' -- Recasting Identities: American-born Chinese and Nisei in the Era of the Paciﬁc War -- PART III:
ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMY -- Tourism as Colonial Economy: Power and Place in Western Tourism -- Creating Wealth by Consuming Place: Timber Management on the Giﬀord
Pinchot National Forest -- Politics Is at the Bottom of the Whole Thing": Spatial Relations of Power in Oregon Salmon Management -- Nature's Industries: The Rhetoric of
Industrialism in the Oregon Country -- PART IV: GENDER IN THE URBAN WEST -- Lighting Out for the Territory: Women, Mobility, and Western Place -- Contributors -- Index -- A -- B -C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W. The Italian Emigration to the United States, 1880-1930 A Bibliographic Register of Italian Views,
Including Selected Numbers from the Italian Commissariat of Emigration, Bollettino Dell'emigrazione Edna Vaughn Publishing Group Freemasonry and American Culture, 1880-1930
As the United States moved from Victorian values to those of modern consumerism, the religious component of Freemasonry was increasingly displaced by a secular ideology of
service (like that of business and professional clubs), and the Freemasons' psychology of asylum from the competitive world gave way to the aim of good fellowship" within it. This
study not only illuminates this process but clariﬁes the neglected topic of fraternal orders and enriches our understanding of key facets of American cultural change. Originally
published in 1984. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These paperback editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905. Leading Constitutional Decisions North America The Historical Geography of a Changing Continent Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers This classic text retains the superb
scholarship of the ﬁrst edition in a thoroughly revised and accessibly written new edition. With both new and updated essays by distinguished American and Canadian authors, the
book provides a comprehensive historical overview of the formation and growth of North American regions from European exploration and colonization to the second half of the
twentieth century. Collectively the contributors explore the key themes of acquisition of geographical knowledge, cultural transfer and acculturation, frontier expansion, spatial
organization of society, resource exploitation, regional and national integration, and landscape change. With six new chapters, redrawn maps, a new introduction that explores
scholarly trends in historical geography since publication of the ﬁrst edition, and a new ﬁnal chapter guiding students to the basic sources for historical geographic enquiry, North
America will be an indispensable text in historical geography courses. Making a Modern U.S. West The Contested Terrain of a Region and Its Borders, 1898-1940 U of Nebraska Press
To many Americans in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the West was simultaneously the greatest symbol of American opportunity, the greatest story of its history, and the
imagined blank slate on which the country’s future would be written. From the Spanish-American War in 1898 to the Great Depression’s end, from the Mississippi to the Paciﬁc,
policymakers at various levels and large-scale corporate investors, along with those living in the West and its borderlands, struggled over who would deﬁne modernity, who would
participate in the modern American West, and who would be excluded. In Making a Modern U.S. West Sarah Deutsch surveys the history of the U.S. West from 1898 to 1940.
Centering what is often relegated to the margins in histories of the region—the ﬂows of people, capital, and ideas across borders—Deutsch attends to the region’s role in
constructing U.S. racial formations and argues that the West as a region was as important as the South in constructing the United States as a “white man’s country.” While this
racial formation was linked to claims of modernity and progress by powerful players, Deutsch shows that visions of what constituted modernity were deeply contested by others.
This expansive volume presents the most thorough examination to date of the American West from the late 1890s to the eve of World War II. Trail of Iron The CPR and the Birth of
the West, 1880-1930 Transformation of the African American Intelligentsia, 1880–2012 Harvard University Press After Reconstruction, African Americans found themselves largely
excluded from politics, higher education, and the professions. Martin Kilson explores how a modern African American intelligentsia developed amid institutionalized racism. He
argues passionately for an ongoing commitment to communitarian leadership in the tradition of Du Bois. Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930 Includes reports on population,
housing, agriculture, industry, education, employment, commerce, geography, territories and possessions, vital statistics and life tables. United States Census of Agriculture, 1954
Special reports Indispensable Outcasts Hobo Workers and Community in the American Midwest, 1880-1930 University of Illinois Press Often overlooked in the history of Progressive
Era labor, the hoboes who rode the rails in search of seasonal work have nevertheless secured a place in the American imagination. The stories of the men who hunted work
between city and countryside, men alternately portrayed as either romantic adventurers or degenerate outsiders, have not been easy to ﬁnd. Nor have these stories found a
comfortable home in either rural or labor histories. Indispensable Outcasts weaves together history, anthropology, gender studies, and literary analysis to reposition these workers
at the center of Progressive Era debates over class, race, manly responsibility, community, and citizenship. Combining incisive cultural criticism with the empiricism of a more
traditional labor history, Frank Tobias Higbie illustrates how these so-called marginal ﬁgures were in fact integral to the communities they brieﬂy inhabited and to the cultural
conﬂicts over class, masculinity, and sexuality they embodied. He draws from life histories, the investigations of social reformers, and the organizing materials of the Industrial
Workers of the World and presents a complex and compelling portrait of hobo life, from its often violent and dangerous working conditions to its ethic of "transient mutuality" that
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enabled survival and resistance on the road. More than a study of hobo life, this interdisciplinary book is also a meditation on the possibilities for writing history from the bottom
up, as well as a frank discussion of the ways historians' fascination with personal narrative has colored their construction and presentation of history. Forging the Chain A Case
Study of Italian Migration to North America, 1880-1930 Multicultural Historical Society of Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940 Population ... Rethinking Home Economics
Women and the History of a Profession Cornell University Press Until recently, historians tended to dismiss home economics as little more than a conspiracy to keep women in the
kitchen. This landmark volume initiates collaboration among home economists, family and consumer science professionals, and women's historians. What knits the essays together
is a willingness to revisit the subject of home economics with neither indictment nor apology. The volume includes signiﬁcant new work that places home economics in the twentieth
century within the context of the development of women's professions. Rethinking Home Economics documents the evolution of a profession from the home economics movement
launched by Ellen Richards in the early twentieth century to the modern ﬁeld renamed Family and Consumer Sciences in 1994. The essays in this volume show the range of activities
pursued under the rubric of home economics, from dietetics and parenting, teaching and cooperative extension work, to test kitchen and product development. Exploration of the
ways in which gender, race, and class inﬂuenced women's options in colleges and universities, hospitals, business, and industry, as well as government has provided a greater
understanding of the obstacles women encountered and the strategies they used to gain legitimacy as the ﬁeld developed. Census of Population: 1950: Special reports Pluralism and
the Politics of Diﬀerence State, Culture, and Ethnicity in Comparative Perspective Clarendon Press Is a plural, polyethnic, democratic society possible? Starting with Ernest Gellner's
observation that `culturally plural societies worked well in the past', but `genuine cultural pluralism ceases to be viable under current conditions', this study explores pluralism in
three settings; early states, modern industrial societies, and the contemporary `postmodern' world. Through a nuanced discussion ranging from pre-colonial Africa and
Mesoamerica, to European and American experiences in the twentieth century, Grillo explores the ways in which diﬀerent social and political forms cope with ethnic and cultural
diversity. The study uncovers a range of diﬀerent kinds of pluralism, from out-and-out separatism, through varieties of multiculturalism, to looser forms of `hybridity'. Rather than
advocating one conﬁguration over another, this important new book outlines the range of choices facing our societies as, moving into the twenty-ﬁrst century, we try to reconcile
the competing demands of universalism and diﬀerence. The American Bungalow, 1880-1930 Artabras Traces the development of the bungalow, shows a variety of homes and ﬂoor
plans, and explains why this design became so popular United States Census of Agriculture: 1935 Reports for States with Statistics for Counties and a Summary for the United States
... Graphic Summary of Farm Tenure in the United States Hallelujah Lads & Lasses Remaking the Salvation Army in America, 1880-1930 Univ of North Carolina Press Hallelujah Lads
and Lasses: Remaking the Salvation Army in America, 1880-1930 Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970 Learning to Earn School, Work, and Vocational
Reform in California, 1880-1930 Changing Characteristics of the Negro Population United States Census of Agriculture: 1954: Special reports. 12 pts Appalachians and Race The
Mountain South from Slavery to Segregation University Press of Kentucky African Americans have had a profound impact on the economy, culture, and social landscape of southern
Appalachia but only after a surge of study in the last two decades have their contributions been recognized by white culture. Appalachians and Race brings together 18 essays on
the black experience in the mountain South in the nineteenth century. These essays provide a broad and diverse sampling of the best work on race relations in this region. The
contributors consider a variety of topics: black migration into and out of the region, educational and religious missions directed at African Americans, the musical inﬂuences of
interracial contacts, the political activism of blacks during reconstruction and beyond, the racial attitudes of white highlanders, and much more. Drawing from the particulars of
southern mountain experiences, this collection brings together important studies of the dynamics of race not only within the region, but throughout the South and the nation over
the course of the turbulent nineteenth century. Indian-made Navajo Culture in the Marketplace, 1868-1940 Culture America (Hardcover) "In works of silver and wool, the Navajos
have established a unique brand of American craft. And when their artisans were integrated into the American economy during the late nineteenth century, they became part of a
complex cultural and economic framework in which their handmade crafts conveyed meanings beyond simple adornment." "Bsumek unravels the layers of meaning that surround the
branding of "Indian-made." When Navajo artisans produced their goods, collaborating traders, tourist industry personnel, and even ethnologists created a vision of Navajo culture
that had little to do with Navajos themselves. And as Anglos consumed Navajo crafts, they also consumed the romantic notion of Navajos as "primitives" perpetuated by the
marketplace. These processes of production and consumption reinforced each other, creating a symbiotic relationship and inﬂuencing both mutual Anglo-Navajo perceptions and the
ways in which Navajos participated in the modern marketplace." "Ultimately, Bsumek shows that the sale of Indian-made goods cannot be explained solely through supply and
demand. It must also reckon with the multiple images and narratives that grew up around the goods themselves, integrating consumer culture, tourism, and history to open new
perspectives on our understanding of American Indian material culture."--BOOK JACKET. U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1959 General report, statistics by subjects U.S. Census of
Population, 1960 : Number of Inhabitants, United States Summary Totals for Cities, SMSA's, Counties, Urban & Rural, Etc Miners, Millhands, and Mountaineers Industrialization of the
Appalachian South, 1880-1930 Univ. of Tennessee Press United States Census of Agriculture: 1954, Volume 2, General Report, Statistics by Subjects The Oxford Handbook of Central
American History Oxford University Press Interpreting the History of a Region in Crisis / Robert H. Holden -- Land and Climate: Natural Constraints and Socio-Environmental
Transformations / Anthony Goebel McDermott -- Regaining Ground: Indigenous Populations and Territories / Peter H. Herlihy, Matthew L. Fahrenbruch, Taylor A. Tappan -- The
Ancient Civilizations / William R. Fowler -- Marginalization, Assimilation, and Resurgence: The Indigenous Peoples since Independence / Wolfgang Gabbert -- The Spanish Conquest? /
Laura E. Matthew -- Spanish Colonial Rule / Stephen Webre -- The Kingdom of Guatemala as a Cultural Crossroads / Brianna Leavitt-Alcántara -- From Kingdom to Republics,
1808-1840 / Aaron Pollack -- The Political Economy / Robert G. Williams -- State Making and Nation Building / David Díaz Arias -- Central America and the United States / Michel Gobat
-- The Cold War: Authoritarianism, Empire, and Social Revolution / Joaquín M. Chávez -- Central America since the 1990s: Crime, Violence, and the Pursuit of Democracy / Christine J.
Wade -- The Rise and Retreat of the Armed Forces / Orlando J. Pérez and Randy Pestana -- Religion, Politics, and the State / Bonar L. Hernández Sandoval -- Women and Citizenship:
Feminist and Suﬀragist Movements, 1880-1957 / Eugenia Rodríguez Sáenz -- Literature, Society, and Politics / Werner Mackenbach -- Guatemala / David Carey Jr. -- Honduras / Dario
A. Euraque -- El Salvador / Erik Ching -- Nicaragua / Julie A. Charlip -- Costa Rica / Iván Molina -- Panama / Michael E. Donoghue -- Belize / Mark Moberg. Guide to Olde York, A: The
White Rose Tour Arcadia Publishing Welcome to York, a city that can trace its beginnings to the origins of York County, South Carolina. Explore the thirty diﬀerent styles of
architecture in a compact historic district that is listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Within three blocks, discover how an elephant brought Santa Claus into town. Walk
the paths of Catawba and Cherokee warriors and chiefs, as well as where leaders and militia rode during the Revolutionary War. And imagine the sights and sounds as Jeﬀerson
Davis gave his last public address before the cabinet of the Confederacy dissolved. The Yorkville Historical Society oﬀers this fascinating history and more in a guided tour through
the White Rose City. Puritans in Babylon The Ancient Near East and American Intellectual Life, 1880-1930 From the 1880s through the 1920s a motley collection of American
scholars, soldiers of fortune, institutional bureaucrats, and ﬁnanciers created the academic ﬁelds that give us our knowledge of the ancient Near East. Bruce Kuklick's new book
begins with the story of the initial adventure of these determined investigators--a twelve-year dig near the Biblical Babylon, at Nippur, conducted at intervals from 1888 through
1900 and bankrolled by the Babylonian Exploration Fund. To unearth tens of thousands of cuneiform tablets, the leaders of this venture faced harsh living conditions in the desert
and an academic war of each against all that was quickly begun at the site itself. As their knowledge increased, they risked their personal religious beliefs in the search for historical
truth. Kuklick discusses their tribulations to illuminate two other contemporary developments: ﬁrst, the maturation of the American university, particularly in contrast to its German
counterpart; and second, the inﬂuence of religious-secular conﬂict on the ways in which Western scholarship appropriated or appreciated other cultures. The Nippur expedition
spawned unseemly (and entertaining) ﬁghts among the University of Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins, Yale, Harvard, and Chicago for leadership in the study of the ancient Near East-not to mention disagreements with their own developing museums and an international scandal called the Hilprecht controversy. More signiﬁcant than these quarrels was the
concern for the meaning of history displayed in this period of Near Eastern scholarship. The ﬁeld was linked to Biblical criticism and Judeo-Christian interests, and many of the
orientalists originally possessed strong religious commitments--which some put aside as they struggled for objectivity. As recent critics have shown, "orientalism" was an example
of the West's ability to appropriate the "other" for its own purposes. However, Kuklick's study demonstrates that the censure of orientalism hinges on modes of argumentation that
scholars of the ancient Near East helped to legitimate, and at no small cost to themselves. The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in American Cities
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